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Abstract: The article represents modeling and calculation of reliability and durability of an existing element of
a mechanical system-the load-carrying structure of the main beam of a metallurgic traveling crane. It is admitted
that the criterion determining the reliability and durability of the equipment is the value of the permanent
elastoplastic distortion and the external and internal parameters of the system are subject to the normal
distribution law. Based on the theory of runs, the values of distortion and durability of an active metallurgic
traveling crane were calculated in relative units. The results of calculations are provided in the form of charts.
The received data allow estimating the actual technical state of equipment at any lifecycle stage and taking
appropriate managerial decisions aimed to provide industrial safety and decrease the construction risks.
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INTRODUCTION main beam of a metallurgical traveling crane with a lifting

Forecasting and calculation of reliability and of runs.
durability of mechanical systems is a serious problem of
the industry [1-4] and of the analysis of safety and risks Main Part: The distinctive feature of the majority of
[5-10]. Mathematical modeling and calculation based on elements of modern technological equipment is that they
the stochastic nature of damages accumulation by a are influenced by very intensive stationary random forces.
material is a prospective concept of proper evaluation of At that, the excess of loads over the admissible degree
reliability of mechanical systems' elements at any lifecycle results in occurrence of primary plastic distortions.
stage [11]. At that, the stochastic extent of display of a In this case, the calculation task is in determining the
particular state is usually determined [12] by carrying out probability for a parameter, which describes the system
observations  and  processing  their results overlaid by state, to exceed the preset marginal level and determining
the stochastic model. At the stochastic synthesis of the system durability.
mechanical systems, the tasks of determination of Let us assume that the criterion, which determines the
characteristics of the stochastic functions distribution serviceability of a technological equipment element, is the
laws [13, 14] as well  as  the  probabilities of their excess value of permanent distortion and the external and internal
of admissible values, which describe the qualitative affecting parameters of the system are normally
change of the state of materials of mechanical systems' distributed and represent linear dependencies. In this
elements, are of the greatest interest. case, the value of permanent distortion is subject to

MATERIALS AND METHODS dependence between the input and output parameters as:

The mathematical modeling and the calculation of (1)
reliability and durability of load-carrying structures-the

capacity of 50 tons-were carried out based on the theory

Gaussian distribution. Based on [13, 14], we express the
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where [deltaepsilon] is the plastic distortion;
[sigma] are the active tensions;
E is the modulus of the material's elasticity.
Let us find the logarithm of the dependence (1):

(2)

As the system malfunction occurs only when the
plastic permanent distortion  exceeds the admissible
preset  value  [deltaepsilon *], the calculation  will
comprise finding the probability of a random event
P([deltaepsilon>deltaepsilon */ T], which can take place
at least once during the system lifecycle (0 t T).

Then, the dispersion (in logarithms) of the values of
plastic distortion will be based on [11]:

(3)

where  are the average values of input parameters. If we

insert (3) into the expression of probability of a
mechanical system malfunction within the T period [11],
we will receive:

(4)

where  [omega  0] is the average frequency of the process;
 is the probability of single excess of the

level within a single period T which is determined by the0

period of the system's single operating cycle:

(5)

The equation (4) is the probability of malfunction of
a technological equipment element due to the key
parameter-the marginal value of permanent distortion.

Let us study the provided methodology for operating
elements of the technological equipment-the load-carrying
structures of traveling cranes-in order to determine the
key parameter of plastic distortion and the system
durability. We take the traveling crane with a lifting
capacity of 50 tons, the assigned service life of 15 years
and the heavy and very heavy loading modes [14]. E is
the modulus of the material elasticity, 210 GPa,
[sigmadopusk]-270 GPa, [sigma]-165 MPa. The admissible
distortion was calculated in relative units. The results of
calculations are provided in Figures 1-3.

Fig. 1: Function ln espsilon (ln sigma)

Fig. 2: Probability of malfunction

Fig. 3: Rebiability of the system element

With the accepted source data 

CONCLUSION

We have obtained and calculated  the reliability
model  of a  technological element of  a mechanical
system-the load-carrying  structure  of  a  metallurgical
traveling crane -based on the so-called theory of runs.
Almost any elements of modern technological equipment
are influenced by very intensive stationary random forces.
At that, the excess of loads over the admissible degree
results  in  occurrence   of   primary   plastic  distortions.
In case of lasting input influence, damages are
accumulated in the form of fatigue changes caused by
distortions. The  value  of  the permanent distortion will
be the criterion, which  determines  the serviceability of
the load-carrying structure of a metallurgical traveling
crane.
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